CORPORATE BROCHURE

VEKA AG - Germany

More than 38 years. More than 30 countries.

German uPVC Window
and Door Profiles

Worldwide-close to the customer.

German uPVC Window
and Door Profiles

Vision, Mission & Philosophy
The primary focus of our activities is meeting our customers' needs. As a
truly global group of companies we focus on the individual requirements
of our international customers.
By ‘customer’ we do not just mean firms that directly purchase our
products, such as window manufacturers and dealers, but also building
owners and architects who include readymade construction elements
equipped with our profiles in their planning or use them in their buildings.
In order to satisfy these diverse groups of customers, we focus on superior
product quality and comprehensive service. But more importantly still is
the fact that we attach the highest priority to always dealing with our
customers and suppliers in a fair manner and to working in partnership
with them.

VEKA AG
VEKA is one of the world's leading manufacturers of uPVC profile systems
for windows, doors, roller shutters and uPVC sheets. Based in
Sendenhorst, Germany, VEKA has become a major force in the market
during its 38 years of existence. This has been achieved by the

Technology
Sophisticated products are made by equally sophisticated machines. Use
of these machines ensures the consistent high level of quality and the
processing of profiles that is both precise and economical.

consequent partnership with customers worldwide, the high quality
standard of the products and the farsighted investments in future
markets.

Quality
The quality of a product reflects the eminence of the entire company.
Therefore covers all the company’s activities, from development and
manufacturing to administration and logistics, take place with the most

Service
VEKA offers its customers a product range second to none. More than

stringent quality process. A whole set of quality guidelines which provide

1,200 different profile cross-sections and geometries are constantly in

quality controls at the individual stages of production and attaching

stock in over 36,000m2 of warehouse space, ready to be called off or picked

special importance to the protection of the environment, which apply to

up at any time. As a result of this comprehensive warehousing policy,

all these operations. On basis of this, we are continuously improving the

companies collecting deliveries have access to the whole VEKA delivery

entire workflow of the organization and of all the production sectors.

programme. For other customers, we offer a particularly special service.
We can respond promptly, even to enquiries needing delivery at short
notice and can ship the requested product within five days to any

destination in Europe. Through our VEKA subsidiaries and agencies, we are

Ecological responsibility

also in a position to be in close proximity to our customers wherever they
are in the world, supplying know-how,world-class products and local

This is true not only with regard to the selection of raw materials and

service. Our extensive warehousing system also means that we can

production methods but also with regard to the development of our

guarantee companies collecting deliveries a completely reliable service at

products and our extensive recycling activities.

any time.

VEKA...Your window to the world!

VEKA India
Indian Operations
VEKA India is a wholly owned subsidiary of VEKA AG, Germany. VEKA India
is promoting quality products of windows and doors to prestigious
upcoming projects in India. The objective is to provide ‘Customized
Solutions’ for every specific need with focus on high quality and
professional service. VEKA India has its own state-of-the-art ‘Fabrication
and Warehousing Facility’ in Navi Mumbai and a network of Fabrication
Associates and Dealers in major cities across India. All the profiles and
other accessories viz. Reinforcements, Hardware, EPDM Gaskets, etc. are
readily available in stocks.

The customized orders with high quality standards are fabricated inhouse. To control the overall product and its functional quality, the
installation is also carried out under VEKA supervision and by VEKA
authorized teams only. In India, VEKA is present in New Delhi, Jalandhar,
Lucknow, Rajkot, Mumbai, Pune, Goa, Hyderabad, Bangalore, Madurai,
Chennai and Kolkatta.

VEKA started its Indian operations five years back. Over the years, they
have developed an extensive network of partners and associates across
India who have helped them strengthen their foothold in the market.
VEKA India is steadily gaining popularity in the Indian market. It is here to
make a long term commitment of quality, reliability and true value-formoney.
VEKA understands the consumers and knows that no two people are the
same. Thus providing unique and customized products to its wide spread

the same location. This helps in timely dispatch to the fabrication unit at

customers.

Navi Mumbai and also to all the dealers across the country. The marketing

The newly established showroom at Mahape, Navi Mumbai exhibits the
wide variety of windows and doors available. It also has a warehouse at

team will be assured that the requirements from the customers will be met
on time. The team also ensures efficient after sales service.

VEKA...Just what every dream home needs.

The Benefits
1.

Different shapes and designs that

3. Optimal insulation for new and
Renovated buildings

enhance the architectural finesse

Windows and doors play a vital role in heat insulation of

VEKA designs meet all the objective principles of

the house. This helps in conserving energy. Aluminum

the graphic design that make the architecture impeccable.
Symmetry and Balance
Unity and Emphasis of Lines
Form and Area

and wood windows with single glazing are poor insulators. One can save
up to 50% of energy by replacing them with state-of-the art VEKA uPVC
windows.
uPVC windows, with high technological standards and inherent

Window bars can change the impression of a window. The stylish and
elegant window bars from VEKA add to the overall attractiveness of the
window. Rules for sectioning of the window area for a harmonic overall

properties, offer superior insulation values. VEKA uPVC profiles have multi
chambers technology. VEKA windows and doors keep air-conditioned cool
air inside during summers and trap the warm air in winters.

impression:
For all windows and doors, choose a universal format of the
bars.

4. Noise stays outside

Panel format sectioning make windows seem higher and smaller
and thereby lighter.

There are days when you want to spend some quality

Landscape format sectioning accentuate the width of windows.

2. Colored Windows
Now add some color to your life! VEKA windows come in a
wide variety of colors, patterns and finishes that will make
you go wow with amazement:

time at home or have an important meeting in office,
but the noise from outside promises to ruin your plans. In addition, it is a
proven fact that too much noise is harmful to your health. Aluminum and
wooden profiles often let you down by failing to keep the noise out. This is
one area where uPVC offers a distinct advantage.

Plain white profiles

VEKA windows made of uPVC profiles have innately good sound isolation

Wooden finish available in three varieties - Light Oak, Dark Oak
and Mahagony

of special glass.

properties. They are more effective against noise insulation due to the use

7. Proven quality

5. Certainly safe
We at VEKA understand that safety is one of your foremost
concerns. Your home is your own and should be safe. We
understand your desire to protect your family and hence we
place utmost emphasis on safety and security. Our
windows have steel reinforcement in sash and frame that maintains high
security standards.

6. Always in good shape
Windows have to withstand a lot of external as well as
internal rigors. uPVC windows made of VEKA profiles
are build to stand the enormous exposure. The windows
are durable, having a flush surface that is hygienic and easy to clean.

In line with international standards, VEKA profiles undergo a
stern quality test. The profiles are subject to continuous internal
and external controls. Only after undergoing this stringent quality
measure do the profiles get a VEKA seal. VEKA profiles meet stringent
quality standards on parameters like rain proof, wind resistance, corner
weld strength and others.

8. Installation and Service
A window can meet your requirements of functionality, safety and
design when it is planned, constructed and installed professionally and with
immaculate precision as that of a craftsman.
VEKA helps you right from imagination to execution. After you have selected
your design, your shape, your color, VEKA Partners will install the windows for
you. We have partners who have undergone expert professional training to
install the windows flawlessly. VEKA Partners go a step ahead and make you
aware about the advantages and functionalities of uPVC profiles.

Frames...that make masterpieces!

SPECIAL

Windows
K-LINE Vertical Sliding Window System

Doors
SL 153 Lift and Sliding Door System

The Product Range
CASEMENT

SLIDING

Windows

Windows

AD50 Casement Window (Outward Opening) System
AD58 Casement Windows (Outward Opening) System
AD50 Casement Window (Inward Opening) System
AD58 Casement Windows (Inward Opening) System

2 Track
SL58 Sliding Window System (2 Track)
SL73 Sliding Window System (2 Track)

3 Track
Doors

SL58 Sliding Window System (3 Track)

AD58 Casement Doors (Inward Opening) System
AD58 Casement Doors (Outward Opening) System

Doors
2 Track
SL73 Sliding Door System (2 Track)
SL73 Sliding Door System (2 Track)

3 Track
SL73 Sliding Door System (3 Track)
Sliding 58 3 track 3 shutter

Sliding 58
2 track 2 shutter

Casement 58

Casement 58
Woodfinish corner sample

Sliding 73
2 track 2 shutter

Applications and Features

Profile section and thickness are designed to minimize fabrication
wastage and reduce window cost

Applications:

Galvanized steel reinforcement of thickness >2.0 mm
Suitable for use in residential developments, commercial buildings,

imparts optimum stability to the system

factories, showrooms and hotels. Provides an alternative to conventional
casement systems. The systems' compliance to various performance

Main profile wall thickness is fully compliant to technical

specific criteria makes them the ideal choice in current construction

specifications as set forth in European standards, EN12608

market.

Color foil lamination and vacuum spray coating processes can be
applied to the profile systems to satisfy the aesthetical needs for

Features:

color coordinated windows in a development
Multiple chamber system design enhances heat and sound
insulation properties
It is capable of accommodating different glass thickness

through

the use of different sized glazing beads from the VEKA range

For homes and offices that leave everyone spellbound.

VEKA Partners
At VEKA we value partnerships. We offer a lot more than just profiles; you
get a complete 'worry-free package'. Our support to you extends from
planning your new factory to training your employees to building high
quality windows and doors according to German standards. We have set
up a training academy where your employees are meticulously trained to
be expert fabricators. And we do not stop here. We provide continuous
technical support you need to face the rapidly changing market scenario
with confidence. We provide you with the right sales and marketing tools

Requisites for becoming a VEKA Partner

so that you can adapt to the market changes and make the most of it.
A VEKA Partner will play the role of a window and door fabricator. For
becoming a Partner one should:

Have good technical knowledge and a keen sense of the market and
its trends
Be able to drive sales with new ideas and strategies
Have Quality as their motto in everything they deliver

The benefits to you as a VEKA Partner

Supply of readymade windows
Techno-commercial consultation

High quality profiles

Training for installation

Stocking guarantee for all important profiles. Solutions to problems
and optimization of production using VEKA application techniques

VEKA partnership is a continuous dialogue to sustain long term success.

Extensive range of Partner Seminars and Annual Customer

VEKA constantly keeps an eye on market dynamics to be prepared. Work

Conferences

with us in the Indian market. We are looking forward to welcome you as a

Exchange of information about calls for tenders and projects

VEKA Partner!

PR and lobbying activities with regard to synthetic windows
Backing of the globally renowned VEKA brand

For more details, visit www.vekasuccess.in

Over 100 million VEKA Windows & Doors fitted around the world

VEKA Windows and Doors - Always the Best Solution.
German uPVC Window
and Door Profiles

Over 100

million VEKA Windows and Doors fitted around the

world is a strong testament to VEKA’s unrivaled leadership in
design and manufacture of uPVC Profile Systems
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